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It still isn’t law yet.
The “Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act” or “CARES Act” passed in the U.S. Senate last night. It still needs to be passed by the House, which is expected to
convene Friday morning for a vote. President Trump has indicated he will sign it into law immediately once it is brought to him. So, it is likely the bill will be signed into
law by the end of the week.
For those who would like to snuggle up in isolation with 838 pages of legislative text, the full bill can be found here.
The bill includes direct payments to some taxpayers.
The bill includes direct payments to most taxpayers depending on their adjusted gross incomes for 2020. Since 2020 is far from over, the payments will be based on 2019
tax returns (or, if 2019 returns have not yet been led, on 2018 returns). Once 2020 taxes are led in 2021, taxpayers who have received less than they should have will be
paid the di erence, but taxpayers who received more than they should have will not be required to pay back the di erence.
Taxpayers ling individually with incomes below $75,000 will receive $1,200. For taxpayers ling individually earning between $75,000 and $99,000, this amount is
reduced by 5% of the amount earned above $75,000. Taxpayers ling individually earning more than $99,000 will not receive a payment.
Taxpayers ling as head of household with incomes below $112,500 will receive $1,200. For taxpayers ling as head of household earning between $112,500 and
$136,500, this amount is reduced by 5% of the amount earned above $112,500. Taxpayers ling as head of household earning more than $136,500 will not receive a
payment.
Taxpayers ling a joint return with total incomes below $150,000 will receive $2,400. For taxpayers ling jointly earning between $150,000 and $198,000, this amount is
reduced by 5% of the amount earned above $150,000. Taxpayers ling jointly earning more than $198,000 will not receive a payment.
Additional payments of $500 per child will also be made to all eligible taxpayers, regardless of income.
These payments will be paid as soon as possible. They will not be treated as additional income, since they are essentially a credit against tax liability. The credit is not
available to nonresident aliens, individuals who can be claimed as a dependent by another taxpayer, or estates and trusts.
A handy calculator to determine the amount of your payment has been published by the Washington Post here.
The bill signi cantly broadens who is eligible for unemployment bene ts.
The bill broadens the unemployment bene t program to cover a number of individuals who would not otherwise by eligible for unemployment bene ts. It provides
unemployment bene ts, without any waiting period, to these individuals not otherwise eligible for unemployment bene ts, for up to 39 weeks of unemployment, partial
unemployment, or inability to work due to COVID-19 between January 27, 2020, and December 31, 2020. The amount of assistance will be the weekly bene t authorized
by the covered individual’s state, plus $600 per week. To qualify for this assistance, an individual must provide self-certi cation that the individual is not otherwise eligible
for unemployment bene ts and is otherwise able to work and available to work but is unemployed, partially unemployed, or unable or unavailable to work because of
one of the following reasons:
The individual has been diagnosed with COVID-19 or is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 and is seeking medical diagnosis;

A member of the individual’s household has been diagnosed with COVID–19;

Emailhousehold who has been diagnosed with COVID–19;
The individual is providing care for a family member or a member of the individual’s
A child or other person in the household for which the individual has primary caregiving responsibility is unable to attend school or another facility that is closed
as a direct result of the COVID-19 public health emergency and such school or facility care is required for the individual to work;
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The individual is unable to reach the place of employment because of a quarantine imposed as a direct result of the COVID-19 public health emergency;
The individual is unable to reach the place of employment because the individual has been advised by a health care provider to self-quarantine due to concerns
related to COVID–19;
The individual was scheduled to commence employment and does not have a job or is unable to reach the job as a direct result of the COVID-19 public health
emergency;
The individual has become the breadwinner or major support for a household because the head of the household has died as a direct result of COVID–19;
The individual has to quit his or her job as a direct result of COVID–19;
The individual’s place of employment is closed as a direct result of the COVID–19 public health emergency; or
The individual meets any additional criteria that may be established by the Secretary of Labor in the future.
The additional unemployment bene t will also be available to individuals who are self-employed, seeking part-time employment, do not have su cient work history, or
who otherwise would not qualify for regular unemployment or extended bene ts and meet the quali cations of one of the above bullet points.
The bill extends and increases unemployment bene ts for those who would otherwise be covered.
Provided the state enters into an agreement with the federal government to participate, the bill will provide funding for the state to pay those individuals who otherwise
qualify for unemployment bene ts an additional $600 per week, above the regular amount of those bene ts. The additional $600 will be paid for weeks of
unemployment starting with the date the state enters into an agreement with the federal government and ending July 31, 2020.
The bill also allows for states to enter into agreements with the federal government under which the federal government would provide funding for the state to make
payments of unemployment compensation to individuals who have exhausted their rights to regular unemployment compensation under state law and who are able to
work, available to work, and actively seeking work. The amount of unemployment compensation for these individuals would be the amount they would regularly be paid
by the state, plus $600 per week. This funding will be available from the time the state enters into the agreement with the federal government until December 31, 2020.
The bill also provides an incentive for states to waive the one-week waiting period for unemployment bene ts by providing full funding of bene ts for that week. To date,
the Wisconsin legislature has not agreed to Gov. Evers’ request to waive this waiting period.
The bill delays deadlines for payment of payroll taxes and provides advance refunding of payroll tax credit related to FFRCA.
The bill delays payment of 50% of 2020 employer payroll taxes and 25% of self-employment taxes until December 31, 2021 and the remaining amounts until December
31, 2022.
It also provides for advance refunding of the payroll tax credits allowed under the Families First Coronavirus Response Act for emergency sick time and extended FMLA
leave we wrote about last week. The IRS will provide instructions on how to get this refund.
The bill provides for loans to small businesses who keep their workers.
The bill amends the Small Business Act to allow the Small Business Administration (“SBA”) to provide loans to any business concern, nonpro t organization, veteran’s
organization, or Tribal business if it employs no more than the greater of 500 employees or, if applicable, the size standard in number of employees established by the SBA
for the industry in which the entity operates. Included as eligible are sole proprietors, independent contractors, and eligible self-employed individuals.
The maximum loan amount is generally 2.5 times the entity’s average total monthly payroll costs incurred in the one-year period before the loan is made. There are very
few borrower requirements for this loan, which will not require collateral or personal guarantees and which will have interest rates capped at four percent. The borrower
must certify that:
The uncertainty of current economic conditions makes the loan request necessary to support the ongoing operations of the applicant;
Funds will be used to retain workers and maintain payroll or make mortgage, lease, and utility payments;
The applicant does not have any other application pending under this program for the same purpose; and
From February 15, 2020 until December 31, 2020, the applicant has not received duplicative amounts under this program.
Importantly, these loans will be forgiven, and excluded from gross income, in an amount not exceeding the principal of the loan that is equal to the following costs
incurred and paid between February 15, 2020, and June 30, 2020:
Payroll costs;
Interest payments on mortgages;
Rent; and
Utility payments
Forgiveness amounts will be reduced for any employee cuts or reductions in wages, in accordance with a speci c formula set out in the bill.
The bill provides an employee retention credit for certain hard-hit employers.
An employer whose business is fully or partially suspended during a calendar quarter due to orders from a governmental authority due to COVID-19 or whose gross
receipts for a calendar quarter are less than 50% of the gross receipts for the same calendar quarter of the prior year may receive a credit against employment taxes for
each relevant quarter in the amount equal to 50% of their employees’ wages (up to $10,000 per employee) and quali ed health plan expenses. For employers of over 100
employees, this payment only applies to those employees who aren’t providing services but who the employer continues to pay. For employers of 100 or fewer
employees, it applies to all employees’ wages.

The bill allows for certain penalty-free distributions from retirement plans.
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Up to December 31, 2020, taxpayers can take up to $100,000 in distributions from retirement plans without being subject to the 10% additional tax for early distributions.
These distributions must be repaid within three years. Eligible taxpayers include anyone: diagnosed with COVID-19 or whose spouse or dependent has been diagnosed
with COVID-19; who experiences adverse nancial consequences from being quarantined, furloughed, or laid o ; who has had work hours reduced; and who is unable to
work due to lack of child care. The bill also allows loans of up to $100,000 from quali ed plans, and repayment can be delayed.
There is much more to the CARES Act than is listed here. If you have any questions on how the CARES Act a ects you or your business, we are here to help.
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